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SpiraTest® 5.1 Release Notes
SpiraTest® version 5.1 is the next release of the SpiraTest® integrated quality assurance and test
management system from Inflectra®. These Release Notes cover what issues this version addresses,
what new features have been added, and finally download instructions. If you have any feedback or
suggestions regarding this release or any of our products, please send us an email at
support@inflectra.com with your ideas or comments.

New Features
The following new features have been added in this release:











Ability to configure which cross-project associations are allowed- [RQ:1702]
Ability to included shared projects' requirements on requirements list page- [RQ:1704]
Ability to link test steps to requirements- [RQ:1865]
Hosted data integration hub for cloud customers- [RQ:1870]
Data mapping to allow easier use of multiple instances of the same system- [RQ:1888]
Enhanced global search that uses SQL free text indexing- [RQ:1886]
Streamline navbar for project groups and projects- [RQ:1889]
Ability to resize column widths on list pages- [RQ:1893]
Add cross-project associations capability to requirement details page- [RQ:1895]
Brand new users get helpful in-app onboarding / orientation- [RQ:1901]

Enhancement & Resolved Issues
The following issues and enhancements have been addressed in this release:



















Issue removing test cases from a test set when you have 1800+ test cases in the set- [IN:3712]
Yes/No Slider Checkboxes have bad performance when you have lots of them on a page[IN:3723]
Change Incident fields in My Page Widgets- [IN:1388]
SpiraTeam 4.0: Daily Run count showing improper date- [IN:2148]
Requirements are inserted with an deleted parent- [IN:2780]
Associations: at top of "Add New Association" dialog, hide or disable artifacts that the user does
not have permission to view.- [IN:2859]
Test Case list "Display Data for:" dropdown: doesn't clear the filtering when the release has been
deleted or made inactive- [IN:3044]
Reports: some czech characters are wrong in PDF format- [IN:3063]
Filtering by text that contains Czech characters does not work- [IN:3311]
Correcting indents in Data Tools for requirements turns reqs into packages even when they have
no children- [IN:3461]
Requirement gets stuck as a "package" when you copy a package and then delete all the children
under the copy- [IN:3479]
Dragging a parent requirement under itself causes weird hierarchy issues- [IN:3495]
Edit test steps on test case detail page: adjust the field width in edit mode to use the available
space- [IN:3526]
Need to enforce read-only workflow fields on server-side- [IN:3635]
Test case folder counts (for release) not excluding deleted test cases- [IN:3693]
Release fields appear blank on some detail pages if the release is in "closed" status - [IN:3694]
Test set detail page: some UI bugs related to parameters- [IN:3701]
SpiraTest 5.0 : Reports not return requirements in "Sub-release"- [IN:3704]
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Rich Text Properties Don't Display Correctly in Some Reports- [IN:3705]
Test case folder count bug, count for "not run" test cases is too high sometimes- [IN:3717]
SQL Command Timeouts for Custom Query reports- [IN:3728]
Rich text fields are not always hidden when specified in workflow- [IN:3747]
Add shortcut from execution status list - [IN:3749]
Add current folder to parent for 'add folder' dialog- [IN:3757]
Test execution problem: Spira tries to create an incident for every test step...- [IN:3759]
IE11: On requirement detail page, the newly-redesigned Add Associations dialog does not display
at all.- [IN:3760]
Requirement list: select all selects requirements from another project- [IN:3762]
In new Add Associations dialog, searching doesn't work as expected if user doesn't select an
artifact.- [IN:3763]
Ability to resize columns- [IN:447]
Ability to resize table columns in list screens- [IN:539]
Ability to re-run a test- [IN:591]
Make text truncation on list screens configurable- [IN:1492]
Show artifact ID when in edit mode on list pages- [IN:2326]
Date-Range Graphs a day out for PCs set to timezones west of server time.- [IN:2365]
Name heading on detail pages omits <> less than/greater than pairs, and anything between
them- [IN:2392]
Editing in SpiraTeam: sometimes it is not possible to select text- [IN:2395]
With large number of projects, scrollbar appearing in middle of Reporting Screen- [IN:2639]
User dropdowns display quotes with a forward slash in dropdown list- [IN:2886]
Simply clicking on Add Comment button causes item to be considered modified- [IN:2982]
Incident Summary Graph: get error if select Component for x-axis- [IN:3304]
Edge only: pasting a screenshot into a rich text field does not work- [IN:3646]
UI: Most number fields need to be widened to show more digits, especially for Edge and Chrome[IN:3666]
Incident detail page, schedule section: clock icon is partially covering the time for "Closed On"
date.- [IN:3667]
The ckeditor native browser spell checker is disabled for test step editing- [IN:3695]
Test Run Summary Graph bug: it shows some "not run" test runs, which shouldn't be possible[IN:3713]
Keep titles in sidebar panel heading when minimized- [IN:3714]
The Order of Reports Displayed on Menu- [IN:3736]
On requirement detail page, association tab: some incident associations give an error when
attempting to edit them- [IN:3769]
Tooltips not appearing for Activity Stream on Project Home- [IN:3770]
Requirement details, associations tab: filtering by comment fails with an error if any comment is
blank- [IN:3772]
Add variable rows and sorting to some of the admin screens- [IN:1419]
Calendar controls / drop down lists getting cutoff- [IN:2452]
Large images pasted into comments makes the page width wider than the browser window[IN:3732]
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